About Digital-Tutors

For the past 10 years we've been teaching the people who make movies and games so they know all the right workflows, tips and techniques to create the industry's most stunning, awe-inspiring content.

We do this by providing the world's largest online computer graphics training library and a consistent, high-quality service unlike any other.

We believe in providing the ultimate learning experience for different artists including group accounts for studios, corporations and schools and individual subscriptions for students, professionals, hobbyists and educators.

With a Digital-Tutors subscription, members have access to unlimited online training including every video in our entire library, new training every month and exclusive online learning tools.

In addition to thousands of videos created by experienced in-house instructors, we provide all project files, exclusive learning features and new training each month so members can stay up-to-date and ahead of the competition.

And, one of the best things about Digital-Tutors is that our training is available anytime, anywhere. On the computer and on mobile devices, so no matter where you go, Digital-Tutors is with you, helping you find the right solution in a matter of minutes.

Learn more about Digital-Tutors Mobile Accesss
Digital-Tutors Values

**Educate**
Every day we are passionate about teaching and strive to create world-class training that enhances people's careers and abilities.

**Quality**
Honoring education, value and precision enables our team of amazing in-house instructors and exceptional staff to provide you with the best learning experience.

**Consistency**
Through our commitment to you and the confidence we have in each other, we promote an unparalleled educational environment that allows us to create a reliable and trusted product.

**Service**
We believe that respectful and kind communication is key. That's why we work hard to provide a support system that goes beyond conversations and creates relationships.

Software Applications
Covered by Digital-Tutors

- 3ds Max
- Adobe After Effects
- Backburner
- BodyPaint 3D
- CINEMA 4D
- Composite
- Design and Art
- Dreamweaver
- finalRender
- Flash
- Fusion
- HDR Light Studio
- Houdini
- Illustrator
- InDesign
- MARI
- MatchMover
- Maya
- mental ray
- mocha
- modo
- MotionBuilder
- Mudbox
- Nuke
- Photoshop
- Pixel Bender
- Redshift
- RenderMan
- Sculptris
- Shave and a Haircut
- Softimage
- Stitcher
- SyFlex
- TopoGun
- Unity
- V-Ray
- Visual Guide
- XNA
- ZBrush
Awards

Through aiding millions of artists from the world’s top studios, production companies, and academic institutions, Digital-Tutors is proud to have won the following awards along with many others for our online training solutions and services.

**Autodesk Maya Master 2008**

Piyush Patel, Founder and CEO of Digital-Tutors, was inducted as a 2008 Autodesk Maya Master, an annual award recognizing industry professionals and technical specialists who make significant contributions toward the advancement of technology, art, and visualization.

Patel, who has contributed toward technical education and advancing the professional lives of new and experienced artists for over a decade, was inducted as a 2008 Autodesk Maya Master at SIGGRAPH’s 35th Annual International Conference and Exhibition on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques in Los Angeles, California.

**The Telly Awards**

The Telly Awards is the premier award honoring outstanding visual productions. Digital-Tutors was awarded two prestigious Telly Awards in 2003 for Interactive Media and Web Design.

The Telly Awards annually showcases the best work of the most respected advertising agencies, production companies, and television stations in the world.

**The Innovator of the Year Awards**

The Journal Record, a leading business publication in the Midwest, has announced PL Studios, Inc. as a three time winner of the Innovator of the Year Award Winner in 2005, 2006, and 2009.

Honoring companies who are setting themselves apart with products and services that are changing the market place and who exemplify an innovative spirit, Journal Record awarded PL Studios, Inc. for outstanding achievements and advances in interactive training.

**The Horizon Interactive Awards**

The Horizon Interactive Awards, a leading international interactive media awards competition, announced PL Studios as a 2005 Award Winner for Interactive Education and Training.

The 4th annual international competition recognized excellence in interactive media production, receiving hundreds of entries from 15 countries and nearly all 50 states.

**The Omni Intermedia Awards**

The Omni Awards, created to recognize the accomplishments of outstanding media production in a variety of fields, awarded Digital-Tutors 2 awards in 2005 for the following training kits: *Photorealistic Car Modeling in Maya* and *Female Android Modeling in Maya.*
Over the past several years, Digital-Tutors has formed strong partnerships and maintained strategic relationships with world-leading 2D and 3D media and entertainment software to create a robust network that assists in the development of Digital-Tutors high-quality, educational training for the computer graphics community.

By closely collaborating with these award-winning organizations, Digital-Tutors is able to provide artists of all skill levels with the world's largest online CG training library complete with the latest tips and techniques to staying up-to-date in a constantly evolving industry.

Our Partners

Our partners provide expert recommendations and commentary during the research and design process of each Digital-Tutors educational project by supporting us in the growth our educational training and allowing us to better meet our customers’ needs.

Become a Partner!
Creating a partnership with Digital-Tutors is easy. To get the relationship started, simply contact grant@plstudios.com for more information. We're looking forward to hearing from you!
Testimonials

As an innovator and leader in video-based training, we’ve been able to help some of the industry’s most respected studios, schools and productions companies achieve their goals and finish their projects with success.

Testimonials are a true testament toward the impact that Digital-Tutors is making on the professional and personal lives of artists and their work around the world – an unstoppable force that allows you to achieve anything you can imagine!

What industry experts and customers are saying about Digital-Tutors...

“Digital-Tutors products are better executed, easier to follow and avoid the vagueness and blind instruction you often run into with many others. Thanks for the awesome training!”
- Scott Wilson, Global Creative Director of Nike

“Digital-Tutors has always created the most relevant and informative training but I am exceptionally pleased to see them encouraging the growth of toon-style animation and creation within the 3D realm. This new series will be a huge asset for artists interested in getting the most exaggerated and appealing performances from their characters.”
- Tim Linklater, Character Animator at Electronic Arts and Creator of Strut Your Reel

“Digital-Tutors is known for providing quality training in the industry.”
- Dave Cardwell, Autodesk

“Your training is very well paced and has a fantastic balance of teaching the basics without making the user feel unintelligent. Approaching the same problem in many different ways means that I now have a solid grasp of the UI and am now confident enough to do anything. A brilliant product and a great value.”
- Richard Stevens, Designer at Bentley UK

“Digital-Tutors is a phenomenal site. I teach many classes from introduction to 3D animation using Maya through compositing. We have a diverse student group with different demands. We have some going into modeling, some rendering, some compositing. Digital-Tutors gives us the ability to get refreshed on a topic before presenting it and gives an in-depth look at the mechanics behind some of the tools to better discuss and explain to students. Digital-Tutors has been phenomenal in helping bring some of this access to students who have created some great pieces of work because of their training at our institution.”
- Shaun Sarcona, Instructor at Macomb Community College

If Digital-Tutors training has made an impact on your life or helped you find success, let us know. Send an email to grant@plstudios.com and share your testimonial with us!
Studios

Designed for Productivity

Bring education to the desktops of your employees with Digital-Tutors innovative library and customizable platform.

With Digital-Tutors, you can provide your studio, company, agency or professional group with the tips and techniques to create the industry's most reputable work. Our learning platform allows you to combine our award-winning training with your company's skills and talent - providing your employees not only with the tools to stay up-to-date in a constantly evolving industry, but also with the ability to continue their education.

A few studios using Digital-Tutors...

Sony  Universal Studios
National Geographic  Black Rock Studio
Comedy Central  NASA
Mercedes Benz USA  CIA
Nike  Department of Energy
EA  The United States Mint
Motorola  The United States Treasury
Ubisoft  Social Security Administration
Blizzard  US Department of Defense
Nickelodeon  Department of Veteran Affairs
ILM  Tronic Studio
Dreamworks  With a Twist Studio
ESPN  Firehorse Films
TBS  Pixeldust Studios
Microsoft  Big Idea
Nokia  Univision Network
Krome Studios  Spescom Media IT
The Golf Channel  QVC, Inc
MTV  Lockheed Martin

Learning from Digital-Tutors

Designed with studios in mind, Digital-Tutors training library provides your employees with the opportunity to advance their workflow as well as improve their skill set.

• Increase employee output without being stuck in a classroom
• All-access pass to the world's largest online CG training library
• Opportunity to watch 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year
• Create individual mini-tutorials with our exclusive CLIPS Technology
• And, be the first to receive new training as its released

Studio Discounts

No matter the size of organization, Digital-Tutors provides customized membership plans that offer up front savings so your entire organization can contribute more.

For more information about group discounts, please visit: 
www.digitaltutors.com/11/multiuser.php

For more information, questions, or comments, please contact a Digital-Tutors Training Advisor at groups@digitaltutors.com or 405-601-4806.
Schools

Built for Education

Take your students to the next level with Digital-Tutors learning solutions and services.

Our learning platform allows you to combine our award-winning curriculum with your expert instructions - allowing your students to achieve their artistic goals and help them gain a competitive edge in the CG industry.

A few schools using Digital-Tutors...

Savannah College of Art and Design
Ringling College of Art and Design
Full Sail
University of Montreal
Harvard
Art Institutes
Université Paris 8
NYU
UCLA
Dartmouth
City University of New York
Media Design School - New Zealand
Centre for Arts and Technology - Canada
Academy of Art University
Brown University
Flashpoint Academy, Digital Media Arts School
Fashion Institute of Technology
Stanford
Florida A&M University
Digital Animation & Visual Effects School
Oklahoma State University
USC-School of Fine Arts

Teaching with Digital-Tutors

Designed with the instructor in mind, Digital-Tutors training library presents you with valuable features. With these features, you’ll be able to provide a great educational foundation and give your students the knowledge they need to succeed.

- Ability to share our learning environment with your students
- Easily manage student accounts with our Group Management system
- All-access pass to the world's largest online CG training library
- Create custom Playlists for each member of your class
- And, be the first to receive new training as its released

School Discounts

No matter the size of organization, Digital-Tutors provides customized membership plans that offer upfront savings so your entire organization can contribute more.

For more information about group discounts, please visit: www.digitaltutors.com/11/multiuser.php

For more information, questions, or comments, please contact a Digital-Tutors Training Advisor at groups@digitaltutors.com or 405-601-4806.
Media Contact
Information

For press inquiries and media relations, please contact Grant Boudon at 405-601-4806 or grant@plstudios.com.

Take an exclusive tour of Digital-Tutors online library and educational platform with a member of the Serve Excellence Team by signing up for a web demo.

To set up a date and time, please email customerservice@digitaltutors.com.